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Abstract: For the past twenty years, the organized black consciousness move
ment in Brazil has argued that Protestant Christianity is a highly assimilation
ist religion that pushes black converts to abandon their racial identity and seek
incorporation into dominant white culture. The present study, based on a year of
ethnographic fieldwork in Rio de Janeiro, challenges this view. By analyzing how
Pentecostal churches address the issues ofappearance, color, courtship, and wom
anhood, this research note argues that although evangelical Christianity involves
a variety of beliefs that are incompatible with a strong ethnic identity, this reli
gion also includes a range of ideas and practices that nourish rather than corrode
black identity. The essay concludes by exploring the historic potential of several
churches that have made the intersection of faith and race an explicit part of their
agenda.

A remarkable meeting took place in Brasilia in early 1996. Repre
sentatives from a wide range of black movement organizations carne to
gether at the invitation of the Movimento Terreiro e Cidadania to discuss
how to respond to growing attacks by evangelical Christian churches on
the Afro-Brazilian religions of candomble and umbanda. The final document
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of the meeting reveals some of the gathering's high emotion: "The violence
of the Nazi-Pentecostal churches against the African worldview is an as
sault against all black people.... To the extent that Afro-Brazilian religions
are blamed for all the social ills that assail this countr~ an enormous con
tingent of marginalized blacks are being incited to act against their ethno
racial peers." Those attending the meeting resolved to call on the Brazilian
Minister of Justice to apply the country's anti-racism law "to Pentecostal
churches that practice racism through their publications and other vehicles
of communication" (Movimento Terreiro e Cidadania,1996, 3-4).1

Although this call for legal action has yet to elicit a response from
the Ministerio de Justi<;a, it points to the depth of antagonism between the
black consciousness movement and Pentecostalism, Brazil's most rapidly
growing religion.2 From the movement's point of view, this antagonism
has arisen from various sources. Four stand out as particularly important.
First, many black activists reject Christianity in general because of its his
torical ties to slavery (Hoornaert 1978; Moura 1994). Recent efforts to deal
openly with this history by certain segments of the Catholic and Method
ist churches have softened the views of some (Damasceno 1990; Valente
1994), but the wounds of centuries are not quickly healed. One black
leader told me, "We can never forget that Christianity was the religion of

1. All· translations of documents and interviews are mine. Organizations in the black
movement are not unified, nor do they speak with one voice. Groups that focus on the anti
racist struggle in judicial, labor, and legislative arenas may be contrasted with groups that
focus on building positive black identity through cultural work. Groups that emphasize an
essential black identity rooted in an African cultural or racial lineage may be distinguished
from those that stress a black identity rooted in the New World experience of cultural mix
ture and synthesis. It is useful to differentiate between groups whose audience has tradi
tionally been made up of middle-class professionals and intellectuals and those that pride
themselves in having "gone to the bases" through courses of professionalization, education,
and consciousness-raising in poor and working-class communities. Furthermore, activists
differ in their willingness to work with political parties and inside the state bureaucracy.
While the Marxist Left is widely distrusted for its traditional subsumption of race into class,
the more immediate concern is co-optation by state bureaucracies. Finall~ since the late
1980s, a growing number of organizations focusing on the specific concerns of black women
can be distinguished from traditionally male-dominated black movement organizations. De
spite this array of variations, all these activists share a deep antagonism to Pentecostalism.

2. The Brazilian black-consciousness movement, despite its relatively small size, has
played a major role over the past twenty years in legitimating public discussion of racism
and fostering respect for the cultural inheritance of Afro-Brazilians. See Berriel (1988),
Borges Pereira (1983), Fontaine (1985), Gon<;alves da Silva (1994), Winant (1994), Rufino
(1993), Hasenbalg and Silva (1992), and Guimaraes (1996). On racism in Brazil, see N. Silva
(1985), Hasenbalg (1979), Telles (1992), and Rosenberg et al. (1995). Meanwhile, Pentecostal
ism-the version of Christianity that regards as essential to the Christian experience the di
rect encounter with the gifts of the Holy Spirit-has influenced in the last generation many
spheres of Brazilian societ~ including electoral politics and gender relations (Ireland 1993;
Stoll and Garrard-Burnett 1993; Freston 1993; Rolim 1985; Mariz 1993; Machado 1994;
Willems 1967).
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the masters, shoved down Africans' throats in order to turn them into
docile slaves." Second, Protestantism, with its white North American in
fluences, is regarded by many in the black movement as the religion of eth
nic assimilation par excellence. According to this perspective, the hallmark
of religious conversion is the adoption of a host of white cultural traits that
include clothing, gestures, and music. Thus blacks who convert to Protes
tantism pass through "a whole process of self-rejection, of whitening, of
self-negation and alienation" (Passos 1995, 5). Third, Pentecostalism's fer
vent mix of individualism and universalism is viewed as antipathetic to the
growth of ethnic identity. One black activist explained, "They [the Pente
costals] are totally closed to the ethnic question, the racial question. All
they care about is the individual, not the group. Or else they say there is no
racism among them because they are all brothers. That is all very pretty; so
they deny the ethnic group dynamic, that the problem even exists." Finally,
the black movement's identification of religions of African origin as an es
sential source of black identity and pride is directly offended by Pente
costals' attacks on these religions as witchcraft and the work of the Devil
(Dohlnikoff et al. 1995, 23). Another militant asserted, "The crentes are try
ing to do away with the very foundation of our black identity, our reli
gion." The overall assessment by the movement was implacable. I was told
numerous times in different ways that when blacks become crentes, they
forget their identity as blacks.

While these points are undoubtedly valid, the antagonism toward
Pentecostalism that they encourage is at the least unfortunate. Pentecostal
ism is the single most demographically important religious movement in
Brazil (Freston 1993; ISER 1996); and a major segment of this movement are
persons at the dark end of Brazil's color continuum. A recent survey of 1,332
evangelicals in the greater metropolitan area of Rio de Janeiro found that be
tween 20 and 25 percent of those identified as Pentecostal were negros, com
pared with only 10 percent of those identified as belonging to the historical
Protestant churches, such as the Methodists or Presbyterians (ISER 1996,
10). A national survey of over 5,000 adults of all religious persuasions found
that 10 percent of the respondents who called themselves "black" were Pen
tecostals, while only 3 percent belonged to historical evangelical churches
(Datafolha 1995, 92). It would thus be fair to say that Brazilians who iden
tify themselves at the dark end of the color continuum are converting to
Pentecostal churches over historical Protestant churches at a rate of about
three to one. Given such numbers, it seems the Brazilian black movement
would do well to inquire into the special appeal that Pentecostalism holds
for its own targeted constituency and the religion's potential impact on that
constituency's ethnic consciousness. In the end, the black movement
would do well to inquire into the extent to which its own portrayal of Pen
tecostalism as irredeemably corrosive of black identity is accurate or ex
haustive. This research note is an effort to contribute to such an inquiry.
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Academic opinion has tended to reinforce the black movement's
negative view of Pentecostalism. Pierre Verger has characterized slaves'
conversion to Protestantism as "alienation" from African values (Verger
1992, 19-26), while Roger Bastide has argued that much of black Brazilians'
motivation in becoming Protestant is to assimilate into white society
(Bastide 1989, 512). Regina Novaes and Maria Floriano observed that
Protestant blacks "no longer identify themselves as negros. When they de
velop the crente identit)T, they definitively separate themselves from other
blacks, from African cultural traits and from the historical past they have
in common" (Novaes and Floriano 1985,58). Most recentl)T, Marcia Contins
has argued that the issue of black ethnic identity is simply not present in
Brazilian Pentecostalism (Contins 1992; 1994). At a more general level, the
universal language of the Holy Spirit has been characterized as expressing
the culturally homogenizing, de-particularizing forces of global capitalism
and the state (Csordas 1992; Sanchis 1994; Johannesen 1988; Mariz and
Machado 1994).

Although this body of scholarship no doubt captures the views and
sentiments of many black Protestants, it does not help in making sense of
the host of paradoxes that remain. To begin with, what is to be made of
black leader Benedita da Silva's unstinting identity as a Pentecostal? The
black movement tends to regard Benedita's religious identity as an embar
rassing idiosyncras)T, and their interviews with her tend to avoid religious
subjects.3 Benedita, however, sees her religiosity as central to her ethnic
consciousness. She recently declared, "I am not any less negra, any less con
scious, because I am Pentecostal! From my point of view, I am more con
scious, I am more negra, because I am Pentecostal!" (Dohlnikoff et al. 1995,
23-24).

Other paradoxes can be cited. What is one to make of the fact that
twice in 1996, the Igreja Universal do Reino de Deus's newspaper (the
largest evangelical publication in Latin America) ran front-page stories on
racism in Brazil?4 How should analysts assess the various fledgling efforts
among black Pentecostals to organize reflection and action on the issue of
race or color? Examples include the Miss6es Quilombo in the Pentecostal
church Brazil para Cristo in Sao Paulo; the Comunidade Martin Luther
King Jr. in the Pentecostal Church of God in Christ, also in Sao Paulo; and
the recently founded Pentecostais Negros do Rio de Janeiro. What about
the statement by Pastor Paulo of the Pentecostal Wesleyan Methodist
church in Parana (in southern Brazil), in which he insisted in a recent letter
that "there are many new converts who are certain that it is necessary to

3. See "Benedita da Silva: Um dia menina de rua, hoje Senadora," Black People I, no. 4 (Apr.
1996):6-8.

4. "Racismo no Brasil," Folha Universal, 12-18 May 1996, pp. I, 6; and "Fique preso dois
anos e meio por ser negro," Folha Universal, 16-22 June 1996.
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create a church that is black, Pentecostal, and Afro-Brazilian"? Finall~ how
is the clear preference for Pentecostal churches among darker Brazilians to
be understood? From a comparative perspective, no irreconcilable contra
diction exists between Pentecostal beliefs and ethnic identity. Throughout
Latin America and the world, ethnic identities have frequently drawn di
rect sustenance from Pentecostal faith (Wedenoja 1978; Muratorio 1980;
Scotchmer 1991; Burnett 1986; Rappaport 1984; Roswith 1975; Comaroff
1985). Why should the situation in Brazil be so different?

The point here is not to draw quick conclusions from such leading
questions, certainly not the incorrect conclusion that Pentecostalism in
Brazil is a bastion of racial or ethnic consciousness-far from it. Such ques
tions should be taken instead as provocations to stimulate deeper inquiry
into the complex and contradictory relationship in Brazil between Pente
costal identity and thought on the one hand and racial or ethnic identity
and thought on the other (compare Cunha 1993). The picture that will
emerge is far from simple. There is no sign on Pentecostalism's door read
ing "Ethnicity not welcome here" or "Racial solidarity forever." There is no
definitive sign on the door. The deeper inquiry suggested by this study
would require those concerned about racial consciousness and racism in
Brazil to knock on that door, enter it, and begin to engage in greater dia
logue with one of the most important social forces in Brazil today. Should
this be done, it may well be discovered that there is more room for dialogue
on this issue than has been thought desirable or possible. Hostility toward
ethnicity is undoubtedly a powerful tendency of Pentecostalism. Yet with
careful attention and listening, discourses and practices will be noted that
run counter to this tendency. It is important to identify them for they are
spaces of possibility that, depending on evolving circumstances and polit
ical interlocutors, are capable of expanding, of retracting, and of influenc
ing Pentecostalism as a movement.

These issues are all the more pertinent because Pentecostals can no
longer be dismissed as inherently apathetic and apolitical social actors.
While the final jury on the nature and contexts of Pentecostal social
movement activism is still out, a growing body of research over the past
decade has complicated earlier stereotypes of Pentecostals as anti-political
at best and reactionary at worst (Novaes 1985; Mariz 1993; Burdick 1993;
Ireland 1991; Ireland 1997; Cleary and Stewart-Gambino 1997; Cox 1995;
Stoll and Garrard-Burnett 1993). Observers now have a more nuanced con
textual view of Pentecostal politics that requires examination of each issue
and set of social conditions for the likelihood and political coloration of
Pentecostal involvement.

The following analysis thus is not an attempt to pass definitive
judgment about the political potential of Pentecostalism for participating
in the anti-racist struggle in Brazil. My aim here is just the opposite: to sus-
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pend judgment on the matter. A great deal more listening and analysis is
required at the grassroots level. This research note seeks to issue a wake-up
call that such listening and analysis ought to be undertaken, that it is worth
the effort. Considerable tensions undeniably exist between Pentecostalism
and the racial consciousness sought by the black movement. This essay in
no way tries to resolve these tensions, arguing instead that it is politically
important to engage them and articulate them, but in the context of recog
nition of other surprising ideological convergences between Pentecostal
ism and black consciousness. Only through further interactions between
black activists and sympathetic Pentecostals will anyone discover new po
litical terrain to which such dialogues might lead.

The evidence examined here is based on 65 ethnographic inter
views, each from one to three hours long, conducted between February
and September of 1996 among inhabitants of Rio de Janeiro's poor and
working-class northern and suburban districts. These interviews were a
subset of a larger sample of 166 interviews with persons from various reli
gions. Of the 65, 43 were women and 22 were men. Nearly half of the in
formants were between the ages of fifteen and fort~ one-third between
forty and sixty, and one-quarter were over sixty. Almost all of our infor
mants identified themselves as pobre ("poor"), or at best razotivel ("getting
by reasonably well") in the context of generalized poverty. Women worked
as domestic servants, housewives, nurses' aides, retail clerks, teachers, fac
tory workers, and in the informal sector as pieceworkers in their homes.
The men were mainly construction workers, factory workers, drivers, retail
clerks, teachers, informal-sector workers, and unemployed. On the as
sumption that talking exclusively about color and race would be difficult,
our questions about these subjects were included as part of a broader set of
questions on youth, courtship, and gender relations. The interviews were
carried out by a research team made up of two Brazilian graduate students
(who identified themselves as black women) and me (a white North Amer
ican male).

Personal connections and opportunities for access led us to focus at
tention on four churches. First, in the neighborhood of Nova Igua<;u, we
chose to focus on the Igreja Batista Renovada, a Pentecostal congregation
with about two hundred members, including a sizable contingent of dark
blacks, among whom a member of our research team had good connec
tions. Most members are poor and working-class, drawn from the imme
diate neighborhood. The church's pastor is a middle-aged white man. Sec
ond, we also interviewed members of a small church named Jesus E a
Verdade, a congregation of about seventy members on A Ilha do Gover
nador, a neighborhood near Galeao Airport. One of our team members
gained entree to the church through a friend and quickly became accepted
as a researcher. The church was mainly poor and working-class, mostly fe
male, with a sizable black contingent. It was led by a black couple. Third, I
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periodically visited a small Assembly of God Church in Aboli<;ao, a working
class neighborhood in Rio's northern zone. The church had sixty members,
mainly working-class, including a large black contingent. It was pastored
by a dark black man. Finally, I got to know an even smaller congregation of
the Assembly of God located in the southern-zone favela of Cantagalo. Its
leaders were mainly black women, aside from the dark-black male pastor,
and almost half were dark black or mulato. All were poor and working
class. In addition to the members of these congregations, we interviewed
evangelicals attached to other churches as opportunities arose through
personal networks.5

TENSIONS BETWEEN PENTECOSTALISM AND BLACK IDENTITY

Exploring the potential for dialogue between the perspectives of
Pentecostalism and black ethnic movements requires initial recognition of
the potent tensions that exist between these perspectives. Virtually all our
informants, even those closest to embracing explicit ethnic discourse, ar
ticulated one or more of the following tensions.

First, a tension exists between Pentecostalism-indeed, between
any fervent form of evangelical Christianity-and the development of
strong social identities that are intermediate between the universal and the
individual. As Pierre Sanchis (1994) and Thomas Csordas (1992) have
pointed out, Pentecostalism encourages believers to view themselves as be
longing to a transcendent worldwide brotherhood of the saved. Such a
view is at odds with the ethnic project because the universalizing insis
tence that every human being is the same before Christ is in tension with a
focus on group-centered discourse. Raising the issue of ethnicity explicitly
in conversations with Pentecostals often produces awkward silences be-

5. These churches belong to what Paul Freston and others have called the "traditional sec
tor" of Pentecostalism, as opposed to the newer "neo-Pentecostal sector." Although our re
search team carried out some interviews with neo-Pentecostals, most focused on traditional
Pentecostals. While the line between the two groups is blurring, one may still distinguish be
tween' them. Traditional Pentecostal churches were founded between 1911 and the 1970s,
neo-Pentecostal ones since the 1970s. Traditional Pentecostals tend to emphasize stricter,
more puritanical codes of dress and self-adornment, while neo-Pentecostals are more doc
trinally "liberaL" Traditionals tend to be weighted sociologically toward those who are poor
and working-class, while neo-Pentecostals incude a larger percentage of middle-class Brazil
ians, especially youth. While traditionals tend to gather in neighborhood-based congrega
tions, neo-Pentecostals form broader "halls" that are not neighborhood-based. Finally, tradi
tionals' theology continues to place greatest emphasis on otherworldly salvation, while
neo-Pentecostals have developed a "theology of prosperity" that emphasizes accumulating
proof of salvation through prospering in the world. Traditional Pentecostal churches include
the Assembly of God, Deus EAmor, Brasil para Cristo, and the Igreja Quadrangular. "Neo
Pentecostal" churches include Renascer em Cristo, the Igreja Universal do Reino de Deus,
and the Igreja Nova Vida. Despite recent growth among the neo-Pentecostals, traditional
Pentecostals still outnumber them by about two to one (lSER 1996).
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cause it implies that there are identities in the world as worthy of attention
as that of universal Christian. One informant commented in a typical state
ment, "Look, do you think Christ's message needs these groups? Needs to
be dressed up for these groups, in one way or another? No! Christ's mes
sage is very simple, it doesn't need to be connected to any group. It is some
thing universal."

Group identity is also at odds with Pentecostalism's powerful vision
of the total transformation of the individual. Jesus encounters each soul not
as a representative of a group but as an irreducibly individual moral being.
As one informant asserted, "Jesus did not come to save any particular
group. He came to meet you, as a particular, distinct human being." As
such, the new creature in Christ sheds all his or her prior emotional bag
gage, including social and cultural anxieties and concerns. Even referring
to some dimension of social or cultural life as important other than the new
birth of the soul through Jesus can create awkwardness. Another informant
declared, "I do not accept any effort to isolate some part of the human
being, of his or her soul. Christ saves the soul totally, not piecemeal. Every
thing starts anew."

Ethnic discourse also runs counter to the strong otherworldly per
spective of Pentecostalism. Speaking of ethnic identity means speaking as
though this world were truly important. But if the only truly important
thing in the universe is salvation, then speaking of ethnicity becomes an
expression of spiritual immaturity. One informant noted, "Yes, there are
people who are concerned about that. They think a lot, I want to value this
or that in my material life. But that is all it is: the material life. When some
one is truly mature in Christ, when he is truly converted, he comes to see
that none of that is important. Race and ethnicity-none of that saves.
Only Jesus saves."

While Pentecostal beliefs are in tension with ethnic discourse in gen
eral, they also run against the grain of the discourse of the black con
sciousness movement in particular. Pentecostals strongly reject all religious
belief connected with African spirits, known as the orixas. Many Pente
costal churches project an image of Africa as a continent immersed in idol
atr~ a land being slowly retrieved from the mire by heroic evangelical mis
sionaries. Some churches even promote a doctrine known as the "doctrine
of hereditary sin," which holds that all converts must ask forgiveness for
the sins of their ancestors, including the idolatry of one's African forebears.
This doctrine is a direct offense to the black movement's effort to enhance
the value of African spirituality.

The tensions between Pentecostalism and black identity are thus
patent. Yet Pentecostalism also includes a host of beliefs and practices that
encourage believers to focus their attention on their color, to reflect on the
spiritual and social meaning of racial identity and on the morality of
racism. Although far from dominant, these beliefs and practices exist in
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tense interaction with the discourses that are antagonistic to black identity.
They carve out spaces full of inner tension and contradiction yet full of pos
sibility as well.

EVERYDAY CONNECTIONS BETWEEN BLACK AND PENTECOSTAL IDENTITIES

Overcoming Shame

One of the most compelling attractions of Pentecostalism for blacks
and all converts is its ability to forge self-esteem. It does so in many ways,
not least by insisting that even before conversion, every human being, no
matter how worthless in his or her own eyes, is the object of Jesus' constant
concern and love. After conversion, self-esteem soars as believers become

.ever surer of their personal salvation and identity as the physical vessel of
the Holy Spirit. Pentecostal self-valorization touches every aspect of social
identity. A woman with little self-respect finds a voice fortified by the Holy
Spirit to stand up to her abusive spouse (Gill 1993; Brusco 1995; Cucchiari
1988; Burdick 1990). A poor man is no longer embarrassed by his poverty
(Ireland 1993; Stoll and Garrard-Burnett 1993; Novaes 1985). The colonized
individual no longer acquiesces quietly in his or her colonization (Co
maroff 1985). A popular Pentecostal hymn sums up the experience: "You
too have value! Put aside that inferiority complex. You too have value!"

Thus it should come as no surprise that spiritual self-valorization is
also related to the experience of having been stigmatized for one's color.
Among thirty Pentecostal informants who identified themselves as preto,
escuro, or negro (at the dark end of the color continuum), more than half re
ported having once felt that their color was a burden or a cause for shame
and self-exclusion. Conversion to Christ made this shame disappear. "Be
fore coming to know the Gospel," explained a young black man, "I did not
love myself for who I was. I was embarrassed by being escuro. I wanted to
disappear. But when I read that line in the Bible, 'Love thy neighbor as thy
self,' I thought: 'Man, I can't do that until I love myself. And Jesus is telling
me to love myself.' So that feeling of shame left me." A black woman
averred, "Before, I did not go to certain places where I thought people of
my color would not be accepted. So a wedding or a party with all those
pretty people, blonde and blue-eyed, I would stay away. But when I came
to know Christ, that ended. Now I go wherever I want, in the middle of
whites, blacks, anyone. I can talk to you, a white, as easily as I can talk to a
black. Before, I would have felt ashamed to talk to you."

From Lies to Truth

For five of these informants, a key aspect of abandoning shame was
coming to accept themselves as preto, escuro, or negro. This experience was
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shaped by the notion of conversion as a move from a life of falsehood to one
of truth. These informants recounted that before conversion, they felt con
siderable ambivalence about their color identities, a feeling resolved only
through coming to know the Gospel. A young man in the Assembly of God
Church reported, "Before becoming a crente, I was divided within myself.
A part of me wanted to be white, another wanted to be black [negro]. It was
like I was divided in two. Accepting Jesus ended the division, it brought the
two parts together, unified me. Now I know I'm black [negro], I don't try or
wish to be anything else. That is how God created me." A black woman be
longing to the rigorous church Deus E Amor testified: "Before accepting
Jesus, I would look at the television and see those mulatas on T~ and I would
think to myself, 'I want to be like that, I want to be morena, mulata, marrom
bom-bom.' Anything but what I really was. I was living a lie, I was unable
to live the truth. Only when I joined the church did I see the lie and start to
give it up. I started to accept myself for what I really was, black [preta]."

In this connection, in a recent survey of 248 evangelical men, 11 per
cent identified themselves with the terms escuro, preto, or negro (in contrast
to the national figure of 6 percent), and two-thirds of these men used negro,
a stronger term of black identity. In a comparable sample of 277 evangeli
cal women, fully 15 percent identified themselves as belonging to the dark
end of the color continuum, and three-quarters of these used the term
negra.6 Black evangelical women older than forty-six employed the term
twice as often as their younger counterparts. This usage suggests that even
for the older cohort, possibly less aware of current cultural trends than
their younger coreligionists, black identity is important. In general, then,
these figures strengthen the impression that Pentecostalism is positively
associated with assuming one's black identity.

Complicating Norms of Female Beauty

In Pentecostalism, prevailing images of black women are being com
plicated-not overturned, not subverted, only complicated. Conversion to
Pentecostalism does not entirely eradicate preexisting stereotypes, images,
and aesthetic values. Yet while black women encounter "in the world"
powerful negative stereotypes, in Pentecostalism they find themselves im
aged in new ways: as partaking of the natural beauty God gave them, en
joying an interior beauty greater than any exterior beauty, even enjoying
special access to things of the spirit.

In Brazil as a whole, the most highly honored model of beauty fea
tures pearl-white skin, blue eyes, straight hair, and white European facial
features, as exemplified by television celebrity Xuxa (Bento 1992, 1995;

6. These figures were calculated from raw data available from the Novo Nascimento re
search project (ISER 1996). I thank Eneas Silveira for his assistance in analyzing these data.
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Gilliam and Gilliam 1995; Giacomini 1994). A rung lower are white women
with dark hair, such as actress Gloria Pires. Ranked third are morenas and
mulatas, such as model Isabel Fillardis. Excluded from any ranking are
women with coarse, natty hair, very dark skin, and 'f\frican" facial features
such as wide, flat noses (Almada 1995; Figueiredo 1994; Dandara 1992;
Theodoro 1996; Twine 1996). These norms continue to influence the atti
tudes of Brazilians, especially young ones, within Pentecostal churches.
Conversion does not dislodge these norms automatically or irreversibly.
Numerous "liberal" Pentecostal churches, such as Renascer and Igreja Uni
versal, permit women to wear the makeup, jewelry, hairstyles and clothing
characteristic of "the world." Pentecostal women want to be viewed by
nonevangelicals as self-respecting and decent, a desire that makes uncom
promising rejection of worldly aesthetics difficult.

At the same time, a significant pattern remains. More traditional
Pentecostal congregations, those that reject more systematically the ways
of the world, offer an important social arena in which standards of beauty
are challenged and reshaped. Here the "beauty of the world" codified in
expensive makeup, hairstyles, and clothing is traded for the "beauty that
God gave me." Women in such congregations still wish to be beautiful in
their own eyes and in order to appeal to men. But the "beauty" that they
extol is what nature has bestowed on them from without and what the
Holy Spirit has bestowed on them from within. Crente women are encour
aged not to cover up or try to transform radically the beauty that God gave
them. This rereading of beauty had important effects on some of the female
informants in this study. For example, it meant a gradual elimination of
hair straighteners and relaxers, such as Ene. One woman explained, "Right
after I converted, I still used Ene. But little by little I stopped, as I started to
feel something different inside myself. Why should I change what God has
given me? This is my color, this is my hair. I used to think this was ugl~ but
then I saw that God created all of us in his image, not just the blonde and
blue-eyed. So I too am beautiful; I don't need to change the way I look."
Many of our black female informants stated that conversion felt like mov
ing into a courtship market different from the one they had experienced in
the world. As one explained, "Out there, in dances, in the world, white
boys come at you because you are 'eas~' but they won't be serious. And if
you do get serious, no one accepts it. They say: what are you doing with
that nega? It's different in church. Here I am not embarrassed by being with
a white boy. They respect it. Some criticize, but not like in the world. Here
white boys respect black girls."

This perception corresponds to an important reality. We found sev
eral evangelical spiritual advisors who reported making the issue of color
explicit in their conversations with young converts. One elaborated, "I al
ways ask the young girl or boy to think about this: I say, are you just choos
ing this person because they are pretty, blonde, blue-eyed? That's not the
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key, I say. A Christian marriage can't just be about appearance. So, I say, if
you think well about it and come to the conclusion that the person's beauty,
the color of the person, is not weighing in your decision, then it is God's will
that you should go ahead. But if you come to the conclusion that you are at
tracted to the person only by her appearance, then it isn't God's will."
Preaching along this line appears to have an impact. One white evangelical
boy reported, "I fell for Jacqueline not because I was looking at her from the
outside. If it were just that, I may not have gone for her. But we who un
derstand the Gospel know that we must look deeper. She is very spiritual.
She has helped me discover myself more. That is for me what will make a
Christian marriage work-not her color."

Pentecostalism's endorsement of this spiritual standard of beauty is
partly revealed in the statistics on inter-color marriages. Elza Berquo has
argued for the Brazilian population as a whole that black women have the
fewest choices in the marriage market. According to her findings, black
women remain single most often. Those who marry do so later than lighter
women, and usually to someone of the same color. In color-exogamous
unions, it is 10 to 15 percent more common for the male to be darker than
the female than the reverse (Berquo198~ 1988,1990; cf. Bento 1992; Scalon
1992). The Brazilian market of affection and marriage is thus highly con
strained by the pattern that a black woman who wants a serious relation
ship with a white man confronts in general a steeper uphill social battle
than does a black man who wishes to have a serious relationship with a
white woman. Without entering into the complex history and symbolism
at stake, it is fair to say that a notion exists in Brazil that expresses the pre
vailing mix of sexism and racism: the idea is that black men are more ap
propriate mates for white women than black women are for white men
(Dandara 1992; Giacomini 1992, 1994; cf. Garcia Castro 1991; Abreu et al.
1994; M. Silva 1995). The statistical result of this norm is tangible, and its
impact on perception is powerful. When our research team asked non
crente informants about inter-color marriages, they almost always referred
to unions between white women and black men. When asked whether
they knew of marriages of black women to white men, they had to scour
their brains for examples and often could not think of any.

Given this perception of rarity, we found it significant that among
Pentecostals, this norm and this perception seem more qualified and com
plicated than elsewhere. Pentecostal informants could think readily of
cases of dark black women paired with light-skinned men. Our own ethno
graphic observations suggested the possibility of a higher number of such
pairs among Pentecostals than in other contexts.

To test these impressions, we analyzed data from a recent survey of
more than thirteen hundred evangelicals in the greater Rio de Janeiro area
(ISER 1996). Among these interviewees, it was possible to identify 535
evangelicals married to evangelicals. In the national average, black men
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marry lighter women atleast 10 percent more often than vice versa. But in
our sample, black evangelical women married lighter men nearly 17 per
cent more frequently than black evangelical men married lighter women.
In addition, black evangelical women were at least two and a half times
more likely (26.8 percent) than black women in general to marry a white
(10.9 percent). The influence of church membership on this issue was sug
gested by the fact that a black evangelical woman raised in the church was
more than twice as likely to marry a white as a black evangelical woman
raised outside the church (50 percent versus 17 percent). These figures sug
gest that black Brazilian women tend to find in evangelical churches a more
level playing field when seeking the attentions of men across the color
spectrum.7

The Different Religiosity of Blacks

It is commonly assumed that evangelicals with a tendency toward
literal interpretations of the Bible embrace the nineteenth-century white
Southern Baptist reading of Genesis, in which the mark of treason that God
placed on Cain was blackness, promoting the idea that black skin and slav
ery were wedded in the divine plan (compare with Genovese 1969). Al
though we heard this interpretation from time to time, most of our infor
mants had no knowledge of this reading or rejected it as incorrect and
shallow. Rather than espousing such neatly packaged Biblical accounts,
our informants articulated a diffuse and often contradictory range of opin
ions and images about the spiritual identity of blacks. Several informants
expressed the opinion that believers with dark skins possessed no distinc
tive spiritual identity at all: that once converted to Christ, they related to
Him in exactly the same way as everyone else, irrespective of color. Others,
however, had observed a preponderance of darker-skinned believers in
certain roles in the church and had permitted themselves to reflect on the
phenomenon. Some said they had noticed that blacks predominated or ex
celled among their church's singers and musicians. The explanations given
for this pattern were rooted in the stereotype that blacks have natural
rhythm and are more emotional than whites. "Look," said one black infor
mant, "it is in our blood, that swing, that rhythm. We just have more musi
cality." This point will be discussed further.

Several informants observed that the darker-skinned members of
their congregations tended more often than others to enjoy spiritual gifts,

7. The survey also suggests that the marriage market in evangelical churches tends to be
less color-endogamous and more color-exogamous than in Brazil more generally. For exam
ple, white evangelical Brazilian women marry darker men more than twice as often as white
Brazilian women do, and black evangelical Brazilian men marry white women 10 percent
more frequently than do their counterparts in the general population (Berquo 1987; ISER
1996).
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ranging from healing to speaking in tongues to prophesy and vision. There
was no question here of God somehow playing favorites with blacks as a
chosen people. The logic was simply that blacks opened themselves up
more and sought more fervently the gifts of the Spirit than did whites. We
encountered several versions of this observation. First, some informants
were openly skeptical, accusing blacks of showing off. Here the purported
spiritual gifts were viewed as no gifts at all but mere pretensions of the
flesh. Second, some informants emphasized blacks' natural emotionalit~
their tendency toward intensity in all things, religion included. Third,
some informants regarded blacks as especially committed to prayer, fast
ing, and self-purification because they were escaping and seeking protec
tion from the diabolical forces of umbanda that had enslaved them in their
lives before conversion. Fourth, some believed that the image of blacks as
poor and humble made them more able than proud whites to adopt the
posture of the obedient, self-abasing servants so pleasing to God. Finall~
some informants perceived blacks' fervor in seeking the gifts of the Holy
Spirit as a result of their special suffering in the world. One informant com
mented, "We as a people are very much tread on in society. But we are not
tread on by God. So naturally we run toward the things of God." Whatever
the cause, whether the stereotype of emotionality or the recognition of so
cial suffering, what results is the creation of a major symbolic arena in
Brazilian culture in which having African ancestry becomes the source of
prestige, authorit~ and value.

Music and Incipient Ethnic Identity

An important arena for the intersection between spiritual value and
color is music. Some informants claimed that the best singers and musi
cians in church tended to be darker. One pastor went so far as to say that
black musicality had a special role in God's plan: "They are so good at
music because God is using them to evangelize. They are part of God's plan
to use music to draw young people to Him." Certainly many evangelicals
sing in choirs and play musical instruments without thinking of these ac
tivities in ethnic terms. Yet we found that some informants did not in fact
think in such terms. For these individuals, the great value placed by their
churches on music and their own special proximity to things of the spirit
made for a heady ethno-spiritual mix. One singer explained, "We blacks
have greater naturalness with music. We like to sing, to open our mouths
and really belt it out. Naturall~ we open ourselves up more for the Holy
Spirit to work through us./I

The music this singer referred to was that of European-inspired
hymns derived from the Christian Harp, that old evangelical standby. But
the musical world of evangelical and Pentecostal churches is changing
rapidly. Since the mid-1980s, many Pentecostal churches have opened their
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doors to various nontraditional forms of music, including many that are
typically considered "black," such as reggae, samba, pagode, rap, and hip
hop. The objective of church leaders is usually unashamedly instrumental:
to gain more souls for Christ. Just as the Apostle Paul declared that minis
ters of the Word must preach to all nations in their own languages, these
leaders claim, so too must modern missionaries preach to young people in
the language that they understand, which is music. According to this view,
no music belongs by nature to the Devil. Music only gets distorted by be
coming overly eroticized. A pastor explained, "Fighting the Devil does not
mean giving up these musics. It means taking them back, making them
ours again, purifying them of evil influences." As a result, new musical
bands such as Banda e Voz, Yerushalem, and Kadoshi are emerging and
taking the Pentecostal world by storm.

In this context, some evangelical young blacks have started to play
samba, pagode, and reggae and to discover through these musics new
sources of pride and identity. In an Assembly of God congregation in the
suburb of Abolic;ao, blacks sing U.S. soul music with gusto and say they are
drawn to it "because it is in our blood, our black blood." In Niteroi, another
Pentecostal church has generated the group A Rac;a Eleita, which plays reg
gae, samba, and pagode. Several members of the band feel that playing
these kinds of music "has nothing to do with being black; it is not an ob
jective of the group to make a statement about that." Yet two members feel
differently: "Of course, wanting to play this music comes from our blood.
We have that from birth. How can we say no?" In a similar church in the
favela of Jacarezinho, a group of young men called Grato Soul (Thanks to
Soul) sings to the beat of Motown. At least two of their members attribute
this attraction to "being part of the black race."

Heightened Awareness of Color Prejudice

Pentecostal congregations are places where blacks experience equal
ity in how they are treated on a daily basis and in their access to positions
of authority. When this atmosphere of equality is contradicted, the clash fa
cilitates awareness of color prejudice and racism.

The Biblical doctrine of the equality of all believers and Christ's in
sistence that brotherly love knows no exceptions have immediate conse
quences on how those at the dark end of the color continuum feel they are
treated in Pentecostal congregations. One black informant reported, "In
there, you feel respect, you feel free. People really look at you as a brother
in Christ." This practice of racial equality, however imperfect, added to
these churches' readiness to associate blackness with spiritual gifts often
results in an unusually large presence of black leaders, from healers to
prophets, from presbyters and deacons to pastors. In one Universal
Church, out of fifty prayer leaders, thirty were dark black women. In an
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Assembly of God congregation, all the presbyters were dark black. Such ex
amples are easy enough to find. What must be stressed is that the experi
ence of seeing black leaders at the front of a church is often an emotional
watershed for black converts. A black informant commented, "The first
thing I noticed when I entered the Assembly of God was how many people
of my color were up there."

Precisely this experience of equality makes it hard to sustain the
myth that Brazilian society outside the church is a racial democracy. If prior
to conversion it was possible to minimize or deny the color prejudice en
countered in Brazilian societ)', once converts taste the church's equalit)',
their eyes are opened. In the words of one informant, "I could no longer
pretend that discrimination doesn't happen outside the church. As long as
you are in the church, you are treated differently. I hadn't seen how bad
things were with prejudice until I entered a church: the contrast really is
amazing."

This contrast also heightens awareness of color prejudice within the
church itself. Most congregations are racially mixed. In this context, ac
cording to several informants, discriminatory behavior or speech that
would be overlooked "in the world" is experienced inside the church as
brazenly hypocritical. This is not to say that Pentecostal blacks' encounters
with color prejudice in their churches do not elicit the usual evasive emo
tional tactics. The point is that Pentecostal blacks angered by such encoun
ters seem to be able to fortify their anger by the belief that color prejudice
is sinful in the eyes of God. One informant explained, "I had always known
that prejudice existed. But it was only after knowing the Gospel that I saw
how evil it was, how it was against the will of God. And in church, when I
saw my own brethren in the Spirit acting this wa)', I thought, 'How can a
people fearful of God act this wa)', have such thoughts?'" Black men head
ing for the pastorate may become especially sensitized to racism. "I
thought everything was just fine in church," recounted a black pastor,
"until it was time for me to become a pastor. Then I saw that prejudice even
exists in church, that not everyone is truly converted in Christ. And in
church, it really should not exist. That's what made me realize that we as
Christians must be committed to extirpating this evil."

PENTECOSTALISM AND ETHNIC POLITICS?

It should be clear by now that Pentecostalism in Brazil, far from
being simply corrosive of identit)', can and sometimes does articulate ele
ments of black ethnicity in various ways. These elements do not constitute
a coherent, sustained, self-conscious ethnic identity. If anything, the black
identity articulated in Pentecostalism remains largely at the level of prac
tice, diffuse sentiment, and relatively unreflective consciousness (compare
Gramsci 1971,373). Such practices and sentiments are the stuff of everyday
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life and with all their contradictions lie at the heart of private mixed feel
ings of self-esteem and self-doubt. It would be the height of arrogance to
expect these practices and sentiments to form themselves into neat little
packages of political consciousness. Still, an entirely legitimate empirical
question remains: to what extent has this unreflective, sporadic, fragmen
tary sense of blackness served in practice as a basis for building a collective
sense of ethnicity and collective action in the service of that ethnicity? Has
Pentecostal everyday black ethnicity ever become translated into "non
everyday" politicized ethnicity?

The short answer to this question is "yes." We identified a surpris
ing number of efforts on the part of black Pentecostals to make the defense
of black ethnic identity and the fight against racism ongoing projects of
their churches.

In 1985 a pastor named Rubens returned from a visit to the United
States and founded in a Sao Paulo suburb a congregation of the Church of
God in Christ, a U.S. Southern black Pentecostal church. At the same time,
Pastor Rubens also started the Comunidade Martin Luther King Jr., which
included a weekly seminar on black issues. This opportunity to read the
Bible through the lens of black concerns became a virtual school for black
Pentecostal leaders, who went on to influence other congregations.

One young man influenced by these leaders was Hernani da Silva,
who in 1991 founded the Associa<;ao Cultural de Missoes Quilombo in his
Pentecostal church, Brasil para Cristo (a quilombo is a community of run
away slaves). The association's main objective, according to its founding
document, was "through seminars, talks, and conferences to push the
Brazilian church to reflect on the evils of racism in society and even within
the churches in a direct and indirect way."B The association now promotes
monthly discussion and debates on the theme of racism, produces a series
of pamphlets on "blacks in the Bible," maintains contacts with Sao Paulo's
black movement, and strives to cultivate black leaders in Pentecostal con
gregations. Thus the Missoes Quilombo has not only influenced the atti
tudes of members of the Brasil para Cristo congregation where it origi
nated but also produced several charismatic leaders who are establishing
an Afro-Brazilian Pentecostal discourse in their respective congregations.

We even found a few voices calling for a more radical proposal: the
founding of an exclusively black evangelical church. Such an effort was
launched in Sao Paulo in 1992, but it was short-lived (Passos 1995). In Lon
drinha, Parana, a pastor named Paulo founded a congregation of the Wes
leyan Methodist Church in the hope of creating a pure black congregation.
He formed the Comunidade pelo Estudo da Vida do Negro to nurture the
desire to "found a church that is black, Biblical, Pentecostal, and has Afro
Brazilian consciousness." Although still not exclusively black, this congre-

8. "Documento misionario," in-house document, Associa<;ao Miss6es Quilombo.
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gation may one day become so. Pastor Paulo works in the far south of
Brazil, where residential segregation of blacks is tangible. It may be that if
a black-only church is ever formed in Brazil, it will be located in the south.

What does it mean for these churches to explore the black question
from a Pentecostal perspective? The point of entry for these black Pente
costal leaders has been making the case that bringing blacks to Christ re
quires confronting the issues of greatest concern to blacks themselves. This
approach requires confronting racism in the church, in Christianity, and in
Brazilian society. The Biblical foundation for such a confrontation may be
found in the passage from Isaiah asserting that God "makes no separation
of people" and in the New Testament injunction to love thy neighbor. As
Hernani da Silva of the Quilombo Mission explained, "If we as evangeli
cals feel it is proper to denounce the various evils of the world, from drugs
to violence, to misery, then we too must be willing to denounce the sin of
racism."

Denouncing this sin implies two major actions. First, it means ques
tioning the version of Christianity that evolved in European churches,
which codified a racist reading of the Bible. The myth that associates Cain
with blackness must be rejected, while the African origin of many of the
great figures of the Bible, such as Simeon (Acts 13:1) or Simon (Matthew
27:32), must be emphasized. The image of Jesus himself as white and blue
eyed must be questioned and replaced with either a dark-skinned Christ or
at least an open question about Jesus' color. The association of blackness
with evil and whiteness with good must also be challenged. For example,
a close reading of Numbers 12, in which Moses returns to his family after
marrying Zipora the Ethiopian, shows Aaron and Miriam rejecting Moses
because of this marriage. God is enraged and visits a disease on Miriam
that turns her "white as snow." Here, Hernani da Silva argues, God was
demonstrating that "one cannot associate blackness with evil and white
ness with good; here, the colors symbolize exactly the opposite."

The second manner of confronting racism in the church is more
complicated and has generally met with less sympathy: exploring the pos
sibility of valorizing African religious traditions by finding in them the
matic and symbolic affinities with evangelical Protestantism. For example,
the Quilombo Mission tries to argue that the values of communit)T, family,
respect for elders and ancestors, and the belief in a high God (especially in
the Bantu tradition) are reminiscent of Old Testament Judaism. Hernani da
Silva has therefore concluded, "we Pentecostals should stop attacking Afro
religions. We must move toward a relationship of mutual respect and dia
logue."

Such statements are hard to sell in the Pentecostal arena. The rejec
tion in this arena of Afro religion as the work of the Devil and the traditional
image of Africa as a bastion of idolatry remain in force. More sophisticated
evangelical critics of the tendency to "return to Africa" emphasize argu-
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ments similar to those leveled at the romantic Afrocentrism of segments of
the secular black movement: that the Africa of today is not the same Africa
that produced the slaves; that Brazilian blacks should value their Brazilian
identities and roots rather than romanticize a distant and vague African
past; and similar arguments. Many evangelicals also know that the African
continent is fast becoming evangelical, a trend that makes efforts to revive
its ancestral religiosity seem particularly anachronistic. Yet leaders like Her
nani da Silva and Pastor Paulo feel strongly that formation of a black Pen
tecostal identity must necessarily involve a revalorization of Africa via the
association of African religiosity and Old Testament Judaism. It is too early
to know where this association will lead.

CONCI:USION: A SPACE FOR DIALOGUE?

At present in Brazil, a deep antagonism and virtually no lines of
communication exist between the organized black movement and the Pen
tecostal movement. The black movement currently regards Pentecostalism
as the enemy because it is steeped in the European religious tradition and
has declared war on Afro-religiosity. Meanwhile, Pentecostals sympathetic
to the struggle against racism feel alienated from the black movement be
cause of its commitment to Afro religions and other views. These are for
midable ideological barriers to collaboration between the two movements.

At the same time, the contacts established between the Miss5es
Quilombo and black movements in Sao Paulo show that the common
agenda of combating racism can create an incentive for dialogue. The
model of the Quilombo Mission, with its opening toward Afro-religion,
may not be generalizable. Perhaps more applicable is the possible point of
contact between interested Pentecostals and those in the black movement
who have started in the past few years to emphasize Afro-religiosity less
and Brazilianness and citizenship more. I am thinking in particular of Rio
de Janeiro's Grupo Cultural Afro-Reggae (GCAR). This group is dedicated
to helping the youth of Rio's favelas find in popular black and Brazilian
music and culture an alternative to narco-trafficking (Cunha 1996, 1998).
Because the GCAR has no strong stake in Afro-religion, it may be able to
s~rve as a bridge between Rio's black movement and at least some of the
city's black Pentecostals.

The most promising point of contact here may be music. Until re
centl~ the GCAR had kept its distance from evangelical forays into reggae,
rap, and soul on the assumption that these efforts were little more than a
marketing strategy to gain converts. The GCAR has therefore remained un
informed about groups such as Ra<;a Eleita or Grato Soul, in which young
evangelical blacks are making intriguing incipient connections between
music and black identity. The current director of the GCAR has expressed in
terest in learning more about such new groups and in opening up space in
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the GCAR's monthly publication (a newspaper with a national circulation of
twelve thousand) for articles dealing with black evangelical kinds of music.

It is too soon to tell where such a step might lead. Numerous practi
cal and ideological obstacles still lie in the path of closer collaboration be
tween black Pentecostals and the Brazilian black movement. Yet it may be
possible at least to pose this question: could points of connection such as
Grato Soul and the GCAR embody sufficient ideological convergence
black identit)T, Brazilianness, citizenship, hostility to narcotraffic, commit
ment to youth, love of music-to write a new chapter in the still evolving
history of the Brazilian black consciousness movement?
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